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The 48 Laws of Power
Twenty-nine tales from the folklore of Turkey, India, Denmark, Armenia, and the Sudan.

Prince Harming Syndrome
The sequel to Spend Well, Live Rich shows how couples can alleviate the financial issues that lead to conflict, answering
questions about joint bank accounts, buying and selling real estate, ensuring a financially secure retirement, and other
important issues. Reprint. 15,000 first printing.

Royal Player
Incorporating examples from her own life, the author presents a candid look at how to find true happiness despite such
frustrations, challenges, and obstacles as dirty dishes, cranky bosses, noisy children, and messy houses.

Four Day Prince Charming
Much like Cinderella, Hollie Simmons was waiting for her Prince Charming but wondering if her life was meant to be
anything but a fairy tale. A kindergarten teacher, Hollie was raised to be a lady by her southern mother who passed away
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when Hollie was young. After a speedy remarriage by her father and more losses than she can count, Hollie is left alone in
the world with only three cold, abusive stepbrothers who, along with their lowlife friend Freddy, are constantly into trouble
of the worst kind and with Hollie as an easy mark. When John McBride, a police lieutenant, saves Hollie from a nasty fall,
she thinks perhaps her prince has finally come in the guise of a man she’s always wanted to get to know but was too shy.
John has seen too many cop marriages fail. He’s married to his job and doesn’t have room or the desire to be tied down.
Until Hollie. As a cop he's learned to trust his gut instinct. Perhaps he should have trusted it when told him to approach her
long ago. Is he ready for the forever he sees in her eyes? When Hollie is framed for a murder she did not commit and the
key to proving her innocence seems impossible to find, will John be able to locate the shady character who committed the
crime before Hollie is put behind bars? Is their love strong enough to withstand such a hardship to find their happy ending?

Your Money and Your Man
Dangerous. Intense. Utterly obsessed.And so off limits I'm in trouble. One kiss with Mr. Tall, Dark, and Scary broke the
trance.I was sleepwalking through life until the day he stormed in. Gabriel Jackson.With his boy next door charm and
dimpled grin, he jolts me wide awake.He makes me crave the dark heat he promises.To frolic in the lust behind his eyes.
But life isn't a fairy tale, and things aren't always as they seem.This Prince is the devil in disguise. A wolf in sheep's
clothing.And I just found out I'm the lamb. His ulterior motives, his secrets, scream run.But every fiery night whispers stay.
Can a fallen angel become my guardian?Can forever exist with a man like Gabriel? My monster, my protector, my Not-So
Prince Charming.

Just Ella
When seventeen-year-old Quinn learns that her charismatic but selfish father, with whom she has recently begun to have a
tentative relationship, has stolen from the many women in his life, she decides she must avenge this wrong.

Charming the Prince
"Once upon a time, the Trilyn made contact with the people of Earth. In return for taking seven fertile females as brides for
their seven princes, they would share their alien technology and enable Earth to create intergalactic space ships. Prince
Gardax, the eldest of the seven princes has endured years of searching for the human female who can bear his children.
Two years of parties, genetic compatibility scanners, and failed attempts at finding the one woman who was meant for him.
In despair that he will never find his mate among the glittering party guests, Prince Gardax begins the search in earnest,
and finds his mate in the most unlikely of places – the palace kitchens. Amy Allan was just looking for a job, anything to
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ensure the survival of herself and her baby sister. Working in the great palace of the eldest Trilyn prince seemed like a good
idea at the time, and the only option available for a war-refugee with a toddler in tow. But with a backbreaking workload
and a nightmare boss, hoping for something better seems futile. When the devastatingly handsome alien prince bursts into
the kitchens demanding his mate, Amy’s last shred of hope disappears as her domineering boss, Darla, steps in to claim the
prince for herself. Darla will stop at nothing to become a princess, even if it means threatening Amy and her sister. Can
Amy defeat her nemesis and win the prince’s heart? Or will she lose everything she’s fought so hard to keep?"-- Provided by
publisher.

Swiping for Prince Charming
Prince Liam. Prince Frederic. Prince Duncan. Prince Gustav. You’ve never heard of them, have you? These are the princes
who saved Sleeping Beauty, Cinderella, Snow White, and Rapunzel, respectively, and yet, thanks to those lousy bards who
wrote the tales, you likely know them only as Prince Charming. But all of this is about to change. Rejected by their
princesses and cast out of their castles, the princes stumble upon an evil plot that could endanger each of their kingdoms.
Now it’s up to them to triumph over their various shortcomings, take on trolls, bandits, dragons, witches, and other assorted
terrors, and become the heroes no one ever thought they could be. Christopher Healy’s Hero’s Guide to Saving Your
Kingdom is a completely original take on the world of fairy tales, the truth about what happens after “happily ever after.”
It’s a must-have for middle grade readers who enjoy their fantasy adventures mixed with the humor of the Diary of a
Wimpy Kid books. Witty black-and-white drawings by Todd Harris add to the fun.

Operation Prince Charming
Walking the red carpet alone is a bore-While there's no shortage of willing women, they only want me because I'm Action
Jackson--everyone's favorite superhero. I've become accustomed to the single life. An older woman isn't who I pictured as
my leading lady, yet there's something special about Lexi Robinson.When I manipulated fate to spend some time with her, I
wasn't expecting to be handed the reins. I have four days to fulfill her fantasies, but it will take more than a short tryst to
win Lexi's heart.Being a single mother isn't for the faint of heart.I can't remember the last time I woke up without bags
under my eyes. Winning a getaway to the Smoky Mountains feels like a dream. As much as I hate to leave the kids, I could
use some alone time. Despite my sister's challenge to find a four-day Prince Charming, sitting by the fireplace with a good
book is the only hot date on the agenda.Until Chandler Thomas invades my space. He's ten years younger, but age is just a
number when our eyes meet. And it's not every day you get the chance to seduce a superhero.(t started out simple--A fourday affair bound by three rules.But what if that's not enough?What if I want my happily ever after?
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Held by You
In this volume of 15 articles, contributors from a wide range of disciplines present their analyses of Disney movies and
Disney music, which are mainstays of popular culture. The power of the Disney brand has heightened the need for
academics to question whether Disney’s films and music function as a tool of the Western elite that shapes the views of
those less empowered. Given its global reach, how the Walt Disney Company handles the role of race, gender, and
sexuality in social structural inequality merits serious reflection according to a number of the articles in the volume. On the
other hand, other authors argue that Disney productions can help individuals cope with difficult situations or embrace
progressive thinking. The different approaches to the assessment of Disney films as cultural artifacts also vary according to
the theoretical perspectives guiding the interpretation of both overt and latent symbolic meaning in the movies. The
authors of the 15 articles encourage readers to engage with the material, showcasing a variety of views about the good, the
bad, and the best way forward.

The Olive Fairy Book
Charlie Davenport is the bad boy of British sports - and third in line to the throne. He's a beast on the courts, and a wild
animal in bed (according to all the tabloids). Girls are lining up for chance at his crown jewels, and when I stumble into the
wrong Wimbledon dressing room and catch a glimpse of his game, set, AND match, I can see why. So what's a little good
luck kiss between friends? I know better than to get involved with a bad boy like Charlie. But now he's on a winning streak,
he thinks I'm his lucky charm - and you know what's luckier than a kiss? Everything. Suddenly, I've got paparazzi on my
trail, exes coming out of the woodwork - and you don't know 'cutthroat' until you've seen a pack of hungry socialites set
loose near the Royal Family. I'm in way over my head, and even worse - I'm falling in love. Can this American girl win her
Prince Charming? Or will we both crash out of the championships in flames? Wimbledon-meets-The Prince and Me in this
hilarious, sexy new romance from Katie McCoy!

The Psychosocial Implications of Disney Movies
"The guys I like, are not interested in me. The guys who are interested in me, I don't like." "I'll never keep a boyfriend
unless I sleep with him." If these comments sound like echoes from your heart, you're not alone. Many women feel just like
you do, disillusioned by the seeming scarcity of good marriage prospects or disappointed by their own naive decisions
made in an effort to save a shipwrecked relationship. You want to find your Prince Charming, but all you experience is a sea
of toads. Do not despair. Finding Your Prince in a Sea of Toads provides specific advice that will swing the odds in your favor
to find a quality man and a lifetime marriage without a load of emotional baggage. As you read Dr. Ryan's straightforward
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talk and unpredictable illustrations, he will uncover such topics as: . Communication, your most important skill, . Creative
dating, . The beauty curse, . The perils of trying before you buy, . Your crockpot nature, . And much more.

The Fairy-Tale Detectives (The Sisters Grimm #1)
“Do you remember Prince Charming who would come to save me from any big danger beating up all my enemies? Well, he
is yet to appear.” This is how this novel begins, at the beginning of a week that seems like all others but in which Fatima
will meet the boy who forever will change her life. Is he her Prince Charming? Discover in the middle of Tango, Waltz and an
exotic city.

The Absolutely True Diary of a Part-Time Indian
Amoral, cunning, ruthless, and instructive, this multi-million-copy New York Times bestseller is the definitive manual for
anyone interested in gaining, observing, or defending against ultimate control – from the author of The Laws of Human
Nature. In the book that People magazine proclaimed “beguiling” and “fascinating,” Robert Greene and Joost Elffers have
distilled three thousand years of the history of power into 48 essential laws by drawing from the philosophies of Machiavelli,
Sun Tzu, and Carl Von Clausewitz and also from the lives of figures ranging from Henry Kissinger to P.T. Barnum. Some laws
teach the need for prudence (“Law 1: Never Outshine the Master”), others teach the value of confidence (“Law 28: Enter
Action with Boldness”), and many recommend absolute self-preservation (“Law 15: Crush Your Enemy Totally”). Every law,
though, has one thing in common: an interest in total domination. In a bold and arresting two-color package, The 48 Laws of
Power is ideal whether your aim is conquest, self-defense, or simply to understand the rules of the game.

Kissing Frogs
When Lola met Xavier, Prince of Romerius, she was immediately attracted to his dark, handsome good looks and sparkling
green eyes. She spent a whirlwind weekend with him and almost fell for his charm, until he humiliated her and she fled.
Lola wasn't prepared to find out that Xavier was her new professor and her new boss. She also wasn't prepared for the
sparks that flew every time they were together. When Xavier takes her on a work trip, she is shocked when they are
mobbed by the paparazzi and agrees to go to Romerius with Xavier to pretend she is his fiancé. Only Lola had no idea that
Xavier had a master plan from the moment he met her. He wanted a week to make her his, so that he could get her out of
his system. Only Xavier had no idea that fate had another plan for him.

Alien Prince Charming
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A-list actor and former rock star Oracle Lion also known as Zach Houston needs no introductions. He's the handsome
playboy of Hollywood and women around the world want to be with him. Every woman it seems, except for Piper Meadows.
Piper wants nothing to do with a man like Oracle. And that's why she pretends she has no idea who he is when she first
meets him. She didn't know that would make Oracle see her as a challenge. She didn't know that her lack of interest would
lead to an offer of friendship that she would find hard to refuse. Piper Meadows thought she knew what a man like Oracle
Lion wanted. She thought she knew what a real playboy was like, but Oracle confounded all of those ideas. For, while Oracle
is a playboy; he's so much more than that. As their friendship grows more confusing, neither one of them is prepared for
what happens next. As they get to know each other, they find themselves caught up in a web of hot passion, lies, and love.
Then comes an explosion of secrets that are going to rock both of their worlds. They have no idea that both of their lives
are about to be turned upside down.

Forget Prince Charming
Being a princess isn't all that. You've heard the fairytale: a glass slipper, Prince Charming, happily ever after Welcome to
reality: royal genealogy lessons, needlepoint, acting like "a proper lady," and -- worst of all -- a prince who is not the least
bit interesting, and certainly not charming. As soon-to-be princess Ella deals with her newfound status, she comes to realize
she is not "your majesty" material. But breaking off a royal engagement is no easy feat, especially when you're crushing on
another boy in the palace. For Ella to escape, it will take intelligence, determination, and spunk -- and no ladylike behavior
allowed.

Not So Prince Charming
Sixteen-year-old Chicago preparatory school student Sara Jane Rispoli must unravel a web of complex mysteries after her
family goes missing and she is pursued by unknown enemies.

Their Eyes Were Watching God
A classic-feeling middle-grade novel with a modern twist about a girl dealing with friendship, family, and OCD.

The Private Club
Can a Playboy Prince ever be tamed? When Lola Franklin decided to study abroad she never anticipated embarking on a
whirlwind weekend romance with a hot guy before classes started. And she certainly never counted on the hot guy being
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her new professor. Or a Prince. Or the biggest asshole she had ever met. Xavier Van Romerius is the playboy Prince of
Europe and he loves his life. He doesn't do relationships, and never wants to get married. But when he see's Lola Franklin
flirting with his little brother Sebastian, he realizes that maybe he needs to rethink his ideas about love before the wrong
Prince gets the girl.

What Ever Happened to My Prince Charming?
The Private Club is a three book erotic romance novella serial. What happens at the private club stays at the private club!
When Meg Riley lost her job as an attorney, she never thought she'd end up working for a private club. But when she met
the handsome and elusive, Greyson Twining, she knew she couldn't turn the job down; even though she didn't really know
what the position entailed. Greyson Twining is the owner of the private club and he knows that it's a mistake to hire, Meg.
However, there is something about the way she smiles at him that makes him forget his own reservations. And then there's
the call from, Brandon Hastings telling him not to hire Meg. A call he should have listened to more closely. As Meg and
Greyson embark on day one of training, neither of them realize that there are secrets about to come out that will
completely alter both of their lives. Part two will be out on February 13th and part three will be out on February 20th.

Cinderella Was a Liar: The Real Reason You Can’t Find (or Keep) a Prince
Fans of fractured fairy tales will be delighted to discover the fantasy, mystery, adventure, and humor in the beloved New
York Times bestselling Sisters Grimm series by Michael Buckley, now with new cover art. As featured on NBC’s The Today
Show, the nine wildly popular books are favorites around the world. They were among the first books to bring a distinctly
girl-power spin to fairy tales—a spin taken up by hit movies and shows TV such as Once Upon a Time, Grimm, and
Maleficent, the bestselling book series The Land of Stories, and other. New covers will appear on book one, The Sisters
Grimm: The Fairy-Tale Detectives; book two, The Sisters Grimm: The Unusual Suspects; and book three, The Sisters Grimm:
The Problem Child. Books four through nine will be available in revised editions soon. ? In this first book in the series,
orphaned sisters Sabrina and Daphne are sent to live with their recently discovered grandmother, Relda Grimm. The girls
learn that they are descendants of the Brothers Grimm, whose famous tome of fairy tales is actually a history book. The
girls are pitted against a giant, who has been rampaging through town. But who set the giant loose in the first place? Was it
Mayor Charming (formerly Prince Charming), who has plans to get his kingdom back? The Three Not-So-Little Pigs, now
working as police officers? Or a giant-killer named Jack, currently working at a Big & Tall store? With an irresistible
combination of adventure and imagination, the Sisters Grimm series injects classic fairy tales with modern day sensibilities
and suspense, creating a fantastical combination readers of all ages will love. “Kids will love Sabrina and Daphne’s
adventures as much as I did.” —Sarah Michelle Gellar, star of Buffy the Vampire Slayer and I Know What You Did Last
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Summer “Adventure, laughs, and surprises kept me eagerly turning the pages.” —R. L. Stine, author of the Goosebumps
series “Why didn’t I think of The Sisters Grimm? What a great concept!” —Jane Yolen, award-winning author “Terrific, headspinning series . . . Rich in well-set-up surprises and imaginatively tweaked characters, this tongue-in-cheek frolic features
both a pair of memorable young sleuths and a madcap plot with plenty of leads into future episodes.” —Kirkus Reviews,
starred review “Enormously entertaining, the book takes the fractured fairy-tale genre to new heights.” —Time Out New
York Kids “An idea that will make other children’s book writers, and tons of aspiring ones, kick themselves for not thinking
of it first.” —The San Antonio Express-News “A page-turner that incorporates humor, tension, suspense and a wild cast of
characters, readers will have trouble putting this novel down.” —The Dallas Morning News “Quirky and reasonable
characters, engaging writing, fresh fairy tale references, and a very real fantasy setting.” —The Raleigh News and Observer,
“Most Promising New Series” “The twists and turns of the plot, the clever humor, and the behind-the-scenes glimpses of
Everafters we think we know, will appeal to many readers.” —Kliatt, starred review

Nobody's Prince Charming (Road to Blissville, #3)
Presents guidelines and tips for avoiding troubled relationships with men, including determining a suitor's life goals and
comparing them with one's own, and attracting the right men with positive thinking.

Taming My Prince Charming
Dating can be a drag and navigating the dangerous waters of relationship building can lead you on a journey to teenage
catastrophe. How can a girl successfully make it through unscathed? Well, super teenage mentor Lauren Galley has the
solution. Kissing Frogs: In Search of Prince Charming is the follow up to her #1 Amazon Bestseller smash debut Steps to
Success An Empowerment Guide Girls Above Society, where Lauren gives you the tips and advice you need to help you
safely land on the other side and find happiness. Within in these twelve chapters, Lauren shares her experience in the ups
and downs, highs and lows, peaks and valleys of what the average girl experiences in the game of dating and stresses the
importance of loving and being yourself; letting people know the real you so that you'll never have to live up to the
expectations of someone you're not. She outlines the quality traits that mark the difference between frogs and princes and
puts you in the best position to achieve dating euphoria. Endorsements: "Lauren Galley's intelligent writing provides a
comfortable environment in which to have real conversations, including role playing and games (similar to acting exercises)
that bring out true emotions." Cylk Cozart -Award Winning Hollywood Actor, producer, writer and philanthropist "Lauren's
book is an easy read full of practical actionable advice for this ultra-sensitive age group. It is a peer-to peer conversation,
and as such, far more acceptable to the target audience than advice given by adults. I would strongly recommend this book
for all Teens, Tweens and their Parents." Christos Effesiou - Author of CDO Chief Dadd "Growing up in the media age has put
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a whole different kind of pressure on teens and tweens. Many youth lose their way and make poor choices. Girls are
especially vulnerable. So much television, magazine, and social media coverage is focused on what society believes is
acceptable when it comes to clothes, hair style, weight, and even in choosing friends. This is detrimental to impressionable
youth and can destroy their positive self-image. Lauren M. Galley is on a mission to change that!" Stacie Theis of
BeachBoundBooks

Prince Charming
He never lost a battle until he met the woman who won his heart My enemies know me as Lord Bannor the Bold, Pride of
the English and Terror of the French. Never in my life have I backed down from any challenge or betrayed so much as a hint
of fear—until the war ended and I found myself a reluctant papa to a dozen unruly children. Realizing that I couldn't lop
their little heads off or throw them in the dungeon, I sent my steward out to find them a mother and me a bride—an
attractive, meek, maternal creature too plain to tempt me to get her with child. You can imagine my horror when he
returned with Lady Willow of Bedlington, a spirited beauty who made me think of nothing else! With her cloud of dark curls
and the sparkle of passion in her eyes, Willow was everything I'd sworn to resist. I never dreamed she would join forces with
those mischievous imps of mine to teach this cynical warrior just how sweet surrender can be.

Before You Meet Prince Charming
Bestselling author Sherman Alexie tells the story of Junior, a budding cartoonist growing up on the Spokane Indian
Reservation. Determined to take his future into his own hands, Junior leaves his troubled school on the rez to attend an allwhite farm town high school where the only other Indian is the school mascot. Heartbreaking, funny, and beautifully written,
The Absolutely True Diary of a Part-Time Indian, which is based on the author's own experiences, coupled with poignant
drawings by Ellen Forney that reflect the character's art, chronicles the contemporary adolescence of one Native American
boy as he attempts to break away from the life he was destined to live. With a forward by Markus Zusak, interviews with
Sherman Alexie and Ellen Forney, and four-color interior art throughout, this edition is perfect for fans and collectors alike.

No Prince Charming
With his fiancée's attentions turned elsewhere, Detective Hunter Coleman parlays classes in good manners into a new
romance with his etiquette teacher, Ali Spencer. By the author of The Holiday Inn. Original. 200,000 first printing.

Prince Charming Where Are You?
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The visionary entrepreneur and inventor shares an inspirational blueprint for promoting personal success and fulfillment,
sharing stories from her childhood, family, and career experiences that illustrate how healthier perspectives can
significantly improve one's life.

The Hero's Guide to Saving Your Kingdom
This book goes beyond He’s Just Not That Into You and tells women the reasons why certain men are not interested A bold,
witty, and candid approach to the search for Mr. Right--by a casting agent for TV’s most popular dating shows Exposes fairy
tales for what they are--and shows modern women how to get past the fantasies to find real and lasting love

Cold Fury
Fire and ice. Oil and water. Vodka and decisions. That's what Darren McCoy and Wren Davison are: two opposites that
shouldn't mix well. Dare believes in fairy tales, true love, and happily ever after. Wren believes in fast cars, freedom, and nostrings sex. What can these two men possibly have in common? A magnetic pull strong enough to obliterate logic and
reason. For more than a year, Dare and Wren have worked together at the Curl Up and Dye Salon. Dare has pursued the
mysterious, brooding man, and Wren has resisted his provocative charm. Then one day, something happens that allows the
men to see each other in a new light. Wren learns that Dare hides a heavy heart behind his brilliant smile. Dare realizes
that beneath Wren's gruff exterior beats the heart of a prince. Passions ignite once the men stop fighting their attraction,
but will it be enough to overcome their differences? Is Wren the prince that Dare is looking for? Can Dare teach Wren that
true love does exist? Nobody's Prince charming is a modern-day fairy tale where some princes ride Harleys, and castle walls
are built to scale. It is the third book in the Road to Blissville series but can be read as a standalone book. This book
contains sexually explicit material and is intended for adults eighteen and over.

Finding Your Prince in a Sea of Toads
Is Xavier Van Romerius really a Prince Charming? When Lola Franklin traveled to Romerius with her former professor,
Xavier, she had no idea what to expect. While she found herself falling for him, she wasn't sure how he felt about her. As
secrets are revealed and jealousies are exposed, Lola is caught up in a web of love and sex that confuses and excites her.
When Lola and Xavier are both put to the test, neither of them know what will happen next. Will Xavier turn out to be Lola's
Prince Charming or will another Prince capture her attention and win her heart? Keeping My Prince Charming is the final
book in the Prince Charming series. It should be read after Finding My Prince Charming and Taming My Prince Charming.
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The Book of Lost Things
Bestselling author Julie Garwood's classic love story is filled with "the humor, the sweetness, and the sensuality" (Publishers
Weekly) that have made her "a trusted brand name in romantic fiction" (People). Only her beloved grandmother, Lady
Esther, knew how devastated Taylor Stapleton had been when her fiancé eloped with Taylor's cousin. Now dear Esther -one of London's richest and most formidable matriarchs -- lies dying. But first she was going to help Taylor pull off the scam
of the season. To escape becoming a ward of her unscrupulous uncle, Taylor would wed Lucas Ross, a rugged American
rancher. Lady Esther's money would enable Ross to return home to Montana. Taylor had her own urgent reason to go to
Americaa precious legacy she hadn't revealed to Ross, for they had agreed to part ways once they reached Boston. But as
her handsome new husband spoke of life in Montana, Taylor began planning a new future. To Taylor, the wide-open spaces
of Montana sounded like paradise.

Finding My Prince Charming
Their Eyes Were Watching God is a 1937 novel by African-American writer Zora Neale Hurston. It is considered a classic of
the Harlem Renaissance of the 1920s, and it is likely Hurston's best known work.

My Prince Charming
“An amazingly addictive page turner!” ~Book Readers Club Once upon a time, there was a girl who dressed up and went to
a big party at the palace. When she was there, she met a prince. They danced and fell in love Damn good line. Too bad I
don’t believe a word of it anymore. My name is Claire Montgomery, and I’m not a princess. I’m a fighter. I worked hard to
earn my place on the emergency image repair team for one of the biggest public relations companies in the country. We’ve
been called to the renowned Chicago headquarters of Stone Global Corporation, where it’s our job to clean up a heap of the
Stone family’s filthiest laundry. Our success will be the biggest victory of my career. I’m on my game. I’m ready. Why
doesn’t ready include a contingency plan for Killian Stone?

The Playboy
Taking refuge in fairy tales after the loss of his mother, twelve-year-old David finds himself violently propelled into an
imaginary land in which the boundaries of fantasy and reality are disturbingly melded. By the author of The Black Angel.
75,000 first printing.
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Realistically Ever After
A Girl's Guide to Frog Hunting

The Secret Life of Prince Charming
Have you ever wondered what happened to your Prince Charming and your "happily ever after"? Regardless of where you
are in your marriage journey, this book is about finding and keeping your Prince Charming and it can guide you towards
your "happily ever after". Prince Charming hasn’t disappeared. This book will help you re-identify the man you fell in love
with and, if applied, can lead you to the marriage you desire. Misty Stanczyk is married to her hero and Prince Charming
and has spent the last 15 years figuring out how to be an uplifting and encouraging wife. She has been a mentor and friend
to countless women in the areas of marriage, personal growth and helping them work through life’s struggles. She is the
founder of G4G (Grrls4God.com) and describes its purpose this way: "We are all screwed up in our own special way. I don’t
care which "side of the tracks" we come from. We all have issues from our past or things we are currently going through.
Often times, we think there is no one who can relateor if they can, the subject may be taboo. These issues can include
divorce, abuse, infidelity, abortion, abandonment, addictions and loss, just to name a few. The list could go on and on. The
goal with G4G is to find women who have dealt with these issues, have been through the healing and redemptive process,
and are willing to take the hand of others going through the same struggles." 50% of all profits from this book will go
towards funding Acacia Village, which ministers to the needs of orphans and families in Ethiopia. Please view the
information located at the end of this book for more information. www.mistystanczyk.com www.grrls4God.com

Keeping My Prince Charming
A young lady who is pure will shine with a radiant brightness in this world of darkness. How can a young lady stay physically
and emotionally pure as she waits for God's best in marriage? What should be her primary focus? How can she build close
relationships with her parents? How can she be growing daily in her walk with Christ? What are some practical ways she can
deal with a crush? What principles should she remember in her friendships with young men? How can she be wise in her
internet usage? Recommended for individual or small group use, this study guide is a helpful companion to the book Before
You Meet Prince Charming. Including memory verses, personal reflection, discussion questions, and suggested activities, it
challenges girls to dig into God's Word for themselves, seek to know the Lord and learn His ways, and evaluate their own
lives based upon His truth.

Finding Perfect
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This book is about Belief, Confidence, and Self-worth. Helping us let go of the impossible so that we can meet the possible!
We're all on our own journey, so every chapter will touch each soul differently. This is our reality, and we have the choice to
make it a bitter one. Or, a better one!

Inventing Joy
In the age of dating apps, the idea of finding Prince Charming seems like a distant fairy tale. But searching for love is an
adventure, so might as well embrace it and relish in the fun. Set against the backdrop of the most romantic city in the
world, this story is a romantic comedy of dating escapades So grab your book, raise a glass of rosé and prepare to fall in
love.
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